Effect of incision direction on radial keratotomy outcome.
The goal of maximizing radial keratotomy results by using optical-zone-directed (centrally directed) incisions rather than limbus-directed (peripherally directed) incisions is evaluated in this prospective study. Five patients had bilateral radial keratotomy, with optical-zone-directed incisions in one eye and limbus-directed incisions in the other. The order of surgery and eye was randomly assigned. Patients were evaluated preoperatively, at one week, and at one month. There were no significant differences preoperatively between the two groups of eyes in spherical equivalent or keratometry. At one week postoperatively, however, there were significant group differences in spherical equivalent changes (P less than .010). Eyes with limbus-directed incisions were -2.2 diopters (D) myopic, on average, while eyes with optical-zone-directed incisions were near emmetropic, with a mean spherical equivalent of 0.10 D. Because of these results, we stopped randomizing cases at this point. The difference in surgical effect was still significant at three months (P less than .01); eyes with limbus-directed incisions had an average of 3.5 D less surgical effect than eyes with optical-zone-directed incisions.